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(Natural News) Beyond the obvious analysis of the FBI / DOJ / Biden terror crusade against

President Trump and We the People, what I’ve pointed out in the Situation Update podcast below

are three critical points to understand:

One of the goals of the raid on Mar-A-Lago is to try to provoke an armed civil war uprising

among the American people so that the DOJ and FBI can label all Trump supporters as

violent extremists.

1. 

The brazen nature of the raid on Trump’s private residence is strong evidence that the deep

state plans a major disruption or false flag that would suspend the mid-term elections.

It’s clear they are not afraid to violate the rule of law and anger the American people, since

they believe they will never again have to answer to the people anyway.

2. 

The Democrats now believe they have so much power that they no longer need to even

pretend to be the good guys. Now, they are just brazenly carrying out acts of terrorism

3. 
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against the American people, with no regard for any blow back because, as stated above,

they do not believe they will ever have to answer voters ever again (because there will never

be fair and free elections in America as long as they remain in power).

So we are now living under a lawless, tyrannical terrorism regime that’s pretending to be a

legitimately elected “democratic” government but is nothing of the kind.

Essentially, this means that no state, no state governor and no American is obliged to recognize

the authority of any branch of the federal government under this regime, as the regime is utterly

lawless and despotic and has abandoned every mechanism of due process and the rule of law.

This regime now rules by force and coercion, not by the consent of the governed. Thus, America

has transitioned from a nation of good will and a reasonable social contract of governance to an

authoritarian regime that wields its political power as a weapon to destroy the political opposition,

media opposition and election integrity.

The Biden regime is now actively engaged in straight up treason against the United States of

America, and the American people are slowly waking up to this horrifying fact.

They no longer care what you think, since your vote and
opinions no longer matter to the tyrants in charge

The intention of this regime is to cancel or control all elections, online speech, media publications

and all three branches of government from this day forward, establishing a unipolar political

monstrosity that eliminates all opposition from any sector of society. They are very close to having

achieved this outcome following the rigging of the 2020 election and the cooperation with

communist China to weaponize SARS-CoV-2 and unleash a biological weapon against the

American people in order to destroy the economy and control the masses. Even now, 70% of US

adults have taken at least one dose of a covid-19 vaccine, according to the CDC and reported by

Reuters. This means that nearly three out of four Americans have been injected with a

depopulation death jab, and some significant percentage of those people will be dead from the

vaccine before the end of 2030.

Technically, that’s over 231 million Americans who have been injected with a death shot. If just

20% of those die in the next decade, that’s 46 million Americans who will be victims in this vaccine

holocaust pushed by both Trump and Biden. (Yes, Trump started it and handed the baton to Biden
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in a tag-team effort.) Are you beginning to see the bigger picture yet?

Violence is what the regime wants… and that’s why we must
not resort to violence

The truth is, the American people have been targeted for extermination by the regime. And if the

people rise up, they will be deemed “extremists” and subjected to a domestic military response,

likely coupled with a nationwide gun confiscation effort and a declared emergency that will attempt

to suspend all elections. This is why it is crucial that the American people do not resort to a

violent uprising to escape this tyranny. Peaceful methods must be employed so that the

authoritarian regime isn’t handed a justification to increase their level of violence and tyranny

against the American people. Furthermore, we must not give the regime an excuse to declare

a state of emergency before the mid-term elections.

As we get closer to the elections in November, we fully expect the regime to become increasingly

desperate, and we believe they are likely to do something truly extreme such as setting off a dirty

bomb, detonating a nuclear bomb in a US city, taking down the power grid and blaming Russia,

freezing the banking system with an engineered liquidity freeze, launching an EMP weapon

against the US to blame China or North Korea, igniting World War III with China or Russia,

unleashing a hemorrhagic fever virus against the population or igniting a civil war in some region

of the country. There is nothing the regime won’t do to stay in power and terrorize the American

people.

Do not be suckered into violence. That’s what the regime wants.

At the same time, do not give in to tyranny. Support pro-America candidates like Kari Lake and

Blake Masters. Continue your preparedness efforts to survive after the chaos is unleashed. Have

backup comms, food, emergency medicine and systems of off grid money such as precious

metals or barter items. Voice your opinions to your representatives in Congress, and demand they

take action to investigate the regime for its tyranny and lawlessness. Contact your state governor

and demand they nullify the FBI, DOJ, ATF and IRS. It is now perfectly clear that America is going

to be plunged into a horrific scenario of strife and collapse, and only those who are prepared and

determined will survive the onslaught.

Learn more in today’s Situation Update podcast via Brighteon.com: (note – Brighteon is still not

properly counting video views due to a caching issue that emerged after our recent platform

migration, so video views are only showing about 1/20th of actual, and this bug applies to ALL
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video views since Monday of this week)

Brighteon.com/221b399a-a1e9-497b-87b8-f4727433c53c

Discover more information-packaged podcasts, raw intel reports and interviews each day:

https://www.brighteon.com/channels/HRreport

Follow me on:

Brighteon.social: Brighteon.social/@HealthRanger (my breaking news gets posted here first)

Telegram: t.me/RealHealthRanger (breaking news is posted here second)

Truth Social: https://truthsocial.com/@healthranger

Gettr: GETTR.com/user/healthranger

Parler: Parler.com/user/HealthRanger

Rumble: Rumble.com/c/HealthRangerReport

BitChute: Bitchute.com/channel/9EB8glubb0Ns/

Clouthub: app.clouthub.com/#/users/u/naturalnews/posts

Join the free NaturalNews.com email newsletter to stay alerted about breaking news each day.

Download my current audio books — including Ghost World, Survival Nutrition, The Global Reset

Survival Guide and The Contagious Mind — at:

https://Audiobooks.NaturalNews.com/

Download my new audio book, “Resilient Prepping” at ResilientPrepping.com – it teaches you

how to survive the total collapse of civilization and the loss of both the power grid and combustion

engines.
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